Introduction
In this paper we will consider some generalizations of maximal inequality for martingales in case when index set is a partially ordered, directed set. The maximal inequality plays important role in the theory of martingales. It implies the martingale convergence theorem for L^-bounded martingales.
The classical maximal inequality concerns martingales indexed by positive integers and was proved by J.L. Doob (D, p.314) . Let us recall it. If ( x n » p n ) ntr i is a martingale on probability spaoe (&,F,P), then for each positive number E and for each positive integer k the following inequality holds
In general case, when the index set is only partially ordered, the maximal inequality and the martingale convergence theorem need not be true (Dd) .
In the first part of this paper we will oonsider some restrictive conditions concerning the index set which imply weaker versions of the maximal inequality but still ellows us to prove the convergence theorem. The main result of this / X k* £ B l X kl' {max Xj} da -363 -part is Theorem 2.3 which states that each martingale indexed by a given directed set T satisfies the maximal inequality with a constant k if and only if the maximal power of antichain contained in T is equal to k. In the second part of this paper we will deal with the situation when the index set is fixed and restrictions are connected with the structure of 6-fields only. This case was previously studied by several authors, but it is expressed here in a more natural and simple way. 2_. It is well known that the maximal inequality need not be true if the index set is not linearly ordered. We will prove, however, that with some additional assumption concerning the index set a weaker version of that inequality holds. But first let us recall some definitions and facts about partially ordered sets. Definition 2.1. Let (T, £S) be a partially ordered set. We call a subset of T an antichain in T when every two different elements of this subset are not comparable.
The o r e m 2.2 (Dl). Let (T, be a partially ordered set suoh that the maximal power of a antichain in T is equal to k (k is a natural number). Then T can be decomposed into k nonempty pairwise disjoint linearly ordered sets T^.Tg,.
•.»T^. * Let us now prove the following theorem. Theorem 2.3* Let (¿l,F,P) be a probability space, P an atomless measure, (T,<^) a countable, directed set. Then for each natural number k the following statements are equivalent: (i) the maximal power of antichain in T is equal to k, (ii) for each nonnegative submartingale (^»^VttT tlle following inequality holds Vf > 0 P(sup X t 5s sup EX+. ttT * E teT * -364 -
Let k be any positive integer, £ a positive number and be a nonne 8 at^ve submartingale. Let the maximal power of an antichain in T be equal to k. By Theorem 2.2 there exist pairwise disjoint, linearly ordered sets T1t...,Tk such that T = T1w ... wT^.
(ii) (i) Let us assume that for some k there exists set t1,...,tk+l which constitutes the antichain of power k+1 in T. We will construct a sequence of 6-fields (Ft)t T and nonnegative martingale (Xt)teT such that for some £ > 0 the inequality P(sup X+ > £) > -jr sup EX+ will hold. t€T £ teT Let A^..*Ak+2 ka a partition of Si into pairwise disjoint sets satisfying the following conditions -365 -It is easy to see that (P t > t is an increasing sequence of 6-fields. Let a+P(A k «) (I A (*) is the characteristic function of a set {,} and let us put
which shows that sup EX + < 4-. t«T * k For £ = 1 we get
so (X t ,F t ) teT fails to satisfy (ii). Remark 2*4« A slight modification of the proof of part (ii) => (i) shows that if (T,<) oontaine an antichain of any large, finite power then for each convex, increasing function f: R + -R + there exists a martingale (X t ,F t ) teT and £>0 for which the inequality F(sup I X+1 > £•) > 4-sup Bf(| X t I J holds. teT * £ t€T ' A simple consequence of Theorem 2.3 is -366 -Corollary 2.5. Lot (T, ^ ) be a countable, directed set and T u = {t e T; u«t} for u e T. If there existe ueT such that the maximal power of em antichain in T u is finite and equal to k, then for eaoh nonnegative submartingale (X t ,P t ) ttT We will now show that the assumption about the index set T in Theorem 2.6 is essential. We will show even more. Without that assumption for eaoh convex, increasing function f:R + -R + there exists an increasing sequence of ¿-fields (P^)and a random variable X, integrable with respect to f i.e. Bf(l X|) < +©<=> such that the conditional expectations of X with respect to ( p t't€T constitute a martingale whioh is divergent on a set of positive measure. Let us formulate precisely and prove this theorem. Theorem 2.7. Let (T,sg) be a countable, directed set. If,for each t«I, T t ={s€Ts t ^ s} contains antichains of any large, finite power, then for each convex, increasing function f: fi + -R there exists an increasing sequence of 6-fields (F t ) t€T and a random variable X such that B<X) teT is divergent on a set of positive measure and Ef(I XI) <+c» # -367 -
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Proof.
Let f: R + -H + be an increasing, convex function and a sequence of real numbers such that 1. c n >1 » for n ' 1 » 2 f* 2. § c ; 1<f < 1 >-n-1 Let us put ¿ n » -^j-for n = 1,2,..« Then for each natural number n there exists pairwise disjoint sets Aq,...,A£ satisfying the following conditions:
Moreover these sets oan be chosen such that ¿-fields G" • f k 1 = and G 1t ...,G n-1 are independent. Indeed, G 1»«»»» G n _1 is a partition (modulo set of measure 0) of û into pairwise disjoint sets B 1 ,...,B r , each of them has measure greater them 0. If the sets A£,...,A£ satisfying conditions (i), (ii), (iii) are given we define for i » 1,2,...,r sets h that P(cJ) = PlAjjPtB^ for i » 0,1,...,k n CjCBj^ 8nch that and cj « cj 2 o 0 for ^ 4 1 2 .
-n 4 It is easy to see that the sets ° LJ for i " also satisfy the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and P°3 iti -va measure and theorem is proved* Remark 2.8. In Theorem 2.7 we can construct the martingale ( x t' F t'teT divergent almost surety.
3. As Theorem 2.7 shows, for martingales with a direoted index set the martingale convergence theorem generally fails without any additional assumptions about the family of {»-fields In 1936 Krickeberg (K) formulated the so called abstract version of Vitali s condition which implies the maximal inequality. In the papers of A.Millet and L.Sucheston several weaker versions of this condition were introduced. Ve will consider here the condition SV(k) defined in the paper (M-S 1). Before we formulate it we recall two definitions. Definition 3.1. Let C be any set and £ a finite family of subsets of the set C. By the order of a family C we mean the greatest integer k such that the family £ contains k+1 sets with nonempty intersection. The order of a family € will be denoted by ord C. Definition 3*2. Let (Tt4 ) be any partially ordered set and (F^l-tei a family of the 6-fields. A family of the sets = { A t}t«T is ca^od adapted if A t 6 P t for each Now let us formulate condition SV(k)« Definition 3*3* Let k be any positive integer, (&,F,P) a probability spaae, (T,a countable, directed set and (Ptan increasing sequence of 6-subfields of F. We say that (F^tel satisfies the condition SV(k) provided for each positive number A and for any adapted family cf\: of the subsets of ¿2. there exist a finite subset TQ of T and adapted family of the sets such that: As it was already mentioned the conditioh SV(k) was introduoed in a paper (M-S 1) but it was defined in a different way. The version given here, equivalent to the original one is more intuitive and allows us to prove the maximal inequality in a simpler way.
The next theorem shows how the condition 5V(k) implies Doob's inequality. Theorem 3.5. Let (,a,F,P) be a probability space and (Ft^teT an increasing sequence of 6-subfields of F satisfying the condition SV(k). Then for each positive submartingale (Xt)teT with respeot to (i^teT followl -n 8 inequality holds
Proof. Let (F^tsT he an increasing sequence of 6-subfields of F satisfying the condition SV(k), (Xt)teT a positive submartingale with respect to (^t^teT teT whioh completes the proof* The last theorem implies that eaoh martingale (Zfc'teT with respeot to the family of ¿-fields satisfying the condition SV(k) is convergent a.s. provided that su| E|X t |<+oo. Remark 3*6. In the paper (M-S 2) A.Millet and L.Suoheston defined condition C t whioh analogously can be reformulated in the following way.
An Increasing sequence of ¿-fields (P-t'teT satisfies condition C if for each positive number 2 This version is equivalent to that of Millet and Sucheston and is the weakest known version of the Vitali condition, whioh implies almost surely the convergence of L^-bounded martingale with respect to (F^teT* Let us notice that in oase when the index set (T,^) is the set possesing the property demanded in Corollary 2*5 then each family of 6-fie Ids indexed by a set T satisfies the condition SV(k).
Let us consider another example* Example 3.7.
Let & » £0,1), let F =33(a) denote the Bore1 6>-fieId with respect to the usual topology of ro,1), P the Lebesque measure and let T be the set of all partitions of Si into a finite numbers of pairwise disjoint subintervals with rational ends. For t^, t g € T let us define ti^tg the partition t 2 is "smaller" than t 1 i.e. if for eaoh C^itP-j) 
